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Abstract: A crucial component of multimodal transportation networks and long-distance travel
chains is the forecasting of transfer passenger flow between integrated hubs in urban agglomerations,
particularly during periods of high passenger flow or unusual weather. Deep learning is better
suited to managing massive amounts of traffic data and predicting extended time series. In order to
solve the problem of gradient explosion or gradient disappearance that recurrent neural networks
are prone to when dealing with long time sequences, this study used a transformer prediction
model to estimate short-term transfer passenger flow between two integrated hubs in an urban
agglomeration and a long short-term memory network to incorporate previous historical data. The
experimental analysis uses two sets of transfer passenger data from the Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei urban
agglomeration, collected every 30 min in May 2021 on the transfer corridors between an airport and a
high-speed railway station. The findings demonstrate the high adaptability and good performance of
the suggested model in passenger flow forecasting. The suggested model and forecasting outcomes
assist management in making capacity adjustments in time to correspond with changes, enhance
the effectiveness of multimodal transportation systems in urban agglomerations and significantly
enhance the service of long-distance multimodal passenger travel.

Keywords: transfer passenger flow forecasting; transformer; deep learning; long short-term memory;
multimodal transportation system

1. Introduction

In China, the rate of urbanization has increased, which has sped up the movement
of people, information and resources across metropolises. Long-distance multimodal
travel inside urban agglomerations or between them has increased significantly; this has
increased requirements for multimodal transportation systems’ operating effectiveness.
The study of multimodal transport modes [1] and the sharing rate of each mode in long-
distance travel [2] related to transportation networks is a priority, and the study of long-
distance travel mode choice, transfer choices and travel costs related to individual choices
is another [3–5].A major source of concern for policymakers is the forecast of passenger
flow between significant cities [6] as well as the demand for travel by air [7] and high-speed
railway [8] in megacities.

Numerous techniques based on conventional statistics (such as ARIMA [9], gray
prediction models [10], etc.), primarily developed from neural networks (such as ANN [11],
CNN [12], and DNN [13]), have been extensively used in past studies to solve prediction
issues in the field of traffic. The ability of prediction algorithms to handle vast amounts of
data is becoming more and more important as data collecting capabilities advance. More
forms of data, such as cab trajectory data, cell phone signaling data, travel application
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data, etc., can be employed for traffic forecast analysis. Researchers have attempted to use
deep learning techniques to promote the application of neural network-type models in
massive amounts of traffic data. These techniques include recurrent neural networks [14],
long short-term memory networks [15] and gated recurrent units [16] and various hybrid
models [17–19]. These researchers have achieved rich results, including long, medium
and short term prediction of traffic station flow [20], transportation mode flow [18,21] and
traffic networks [19] based on massive amounts of traffic data, based on the widely used
LSTM, GRU and other algorithms. Lately, the transformer algorithm has been better used
in traffic timeseries prediction [22]; it can train the model by removing the spatiotemporal
characteristics of traffic data [23], and also helps with the dependence issue within long
series data processing [24].

Transfer between different modes of transportation is one of the critical links in the
long-distance multimodal travel chain of urban agglomeration, which is frequently im-
pacted by exceptional events, such as severe weather, holiday festival gatherings and
unexpected line interruptions. Interchange difficulties may result in travelers missing the
next leg of their trip or trip suspension for multimodal travelers. Urban agglomerations’
multimodal transportation management and operation organizations must accurately es-
timate and track real-time transfer passenger volumes inside key transfer routes. The
accompanying huge passenger flow response plan and the transfer passenger forecast re-
sults used together prior to the occurrence of extreme weather or mega-events can improve
the operational effectiveness of the urban cluster multimodal transportation system. For
the purpose of developing short-term projections of transfer passengers between integrated
hubs within urban agglomerations, the Transformer’s classical encoder–decoder framework
is taken into consideration in this study. Additionally, LSTM is employed to pre-process
passenger flow statistics, addressing the issues with long time series data dependency and
extracting passenger flow features for simple encoder recognition. The decoder maps the
features to the prediction sequence using the attention method to obtain the future value.
The analyzed model’s overall structure is shown in Figure 1, which calls for historical data
for practical training purposes. It forecasts future traffic passenger tendencies by entering
real-time data on transfer passengers between particular hubs. The prediction findings can
be utilized as the foundation for evaluating trends in transfer passenger aggregation and
implementing the monitoring feature of cooperative multimodal transportation system
operation in the urban agglomeration. The model suggested in this study can accept input
series in parallel and without the idea of the time step, in contrast to classic forecasting
models that typically pass input time series data one after another.

By creating a deep learning-based transformer architecture, this study assesses the
suitability of an LSTM-based transformer for short-time transfer passenger flow prediction.
The Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei urban agglomeration’s air-rail transfer corridor between Beijing
Capital Airport and Beijing South Railway Station was chosen as the study’s research object.
It used a deep learning model transformer to perform a short-term prediction of the transfer
passenger flow using analysis of data from cell phone signals. In the Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei
urban agglomeration, the forecasting results are used as a reference base for monitoring
and managing multimodal traffic operations by placing the historical data. The following
are the research contributions made by this work.

(1) For short-term prediction of inter-hub transfer passengers in the urban agglomeration,
the transformer framework based on attention mechanisms is applied. A more valu-
able and adaptable prediction method is created for large-scale time series prediction
of interchange passengers with notable temporal characteristics.

(2) To resolve the long-time dependence in the time series prediction process and to
turn the historical traffic passenger sequences into vectors that the transformer can
recognize, the LSTM is utilized to pre-process the historical transfer passenger data.

(3) The passenger transfer between two significant passenger hubs in the Beijing-Tianjin-
Hebei urban agglomeration is forecasted using the LSTM-based transformer based on
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10–23 May 2021, and the forecast results serve as a reference point for increasing the
operational effectiveness of the multimodal transportation system.
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Figure 1. Illustration of the overall idea of the model.

The following structure describes how this essay is set up. Section 2 introduces the
pertinent theories, models, research developments and applications of deep learning to
temporal prediction and traffic modeling. The LSTM-based transformer model architecture
and techniques, and the metrics that can be used to assess the model’s ability to predict
outcomes are introduced in Section 3. Section 4 predicts the transfer passengers’ short time
between Beijing Capital Airport and Beijing South Railway Station (railway station) in
the urban agglomeration of Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei and analyzes the findings. The research
discussion and conclusion are presented in Section 5.

2. Related Work
2.1. Recurrent Neural Networks, Long Short-Term Memory and Gated Recurrent Units

Recent years have seen a significant increase in the literature on deep learning algo-
rithms used in traffic prediction research. These algorithms, which are based on the RNN
model and its variant models LSTM and GRU, can effectively address the shortcomings of
conventional methods, such as their low efficiency for processing large amounts of data.
The advanced characteristics, constraints and prediction outcomes of RNN and LSTM
algorithms in the traffic domain are first introduced in this section.

Recurrent neural networks, or RNNs, are frequently used to predict time series in
a variety of disciplines, including economics, medicine, meteorology, engineering, etc.
Recurrent neural networks outperform conventional time series prediction models in many
time series studies [25–27]. When dealing with scenarios with variable-length temporal
inputs or outputs and context dependencies, variational models of neural networks such
as CNNs and DNNs typically perform less well. The fundamental principle of recurrent
neural networks is to extend the data along the time axis such that each moment of data
corresponds to a single neural unit, allowing the outcome of one moment to be carried
over to the next, which is more efficient for solving problems with lengthy input–output
and context-dependent relationships. It performs better when predicting continuous
data with long input–output edges and context dependencies than other neural networks.
RNNs, which differ from feedforward neural networks in that they use association rules
to link historical processing data with current data, have attained widespread use and
are well liked in time series research. The application of recurrent neural networks for
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the prediction of longer data sequences frequently suffers from optimization challenges
and long training time problems that occur in general deep networks and are prone to
gradient disappearance or gradient explosion problems. This is because RNNs are unable
to learn linked information when the gap between the relevant information and the needed
information becomes very large.

The gradient disappearance or gradient explosion problem can be solved using GRU
or LSTM as a typical method. Sepp Hochreiter and JiirgenSchrnidhuber’s proposal for
the LSTM [28], a particular type of recurrent neural network in deep learning, has been
studied for 24 years. Temporal data can be processed using LSTM, which is widely utilized
in intelligent applications, including automated speech recognition and natural language
processing [29,30]. Compared with the original recurrent neural network, LSTM can handle
extended sequence data, making it the most common RNN variation at the moment. LSTM
is frequently employed in forecasting research projects in fields such as traffic flow and
speed [15,31]. The benefit of the LSTM is that it uses its distinct forgetting and memory
mechanisms to selectively access and store useful information. The forgetting gate, input
gate and output gate are three distinct “gate” structures that govern which new information
is added to the control memory state, which old information is discarded and which new
state is produced. Although RNNs and its variations can address the issue of traditional
statistical methods’ and neural network models’ inefficiency in managing vast amounts of
data when predicting, they still need to be improved when handling complex time series
or time series of different durations. The encoder–decoder framework based on attention
mechanism, which draws on the expertise of applying deep learning in natural language
processing, may be able to address this issue.

2.2. Attention Mechanism and Transformer

Even though LSTM can resolve the long sequence dependence issue, the model must
receive each input data set separately, which is not practicable for complex time series
computing. The latest attention mechanism significantly improves the above issue. The
attention mechanism gained notoriety in 2014 when Google Mind published “Recurrent
Models of Visual Attention”; this work used the RNN model and incorporated the atten-
tion mechanism for picture categorization [32]. The Seq2Seq&attention methodology for
machine translation was first applied to the NLP area in 2015 when Bahdanau published
the article “Neural Machine Translation by Jointly Learning to Align and Translate” [33].
The 2017 publication “Attention is All You Need” by the Google machine translation team
ultimately rejected network architectures such as RNN and CNN. Machine translation jobs
only used the attention mechanism [34]. Better outcomes were obtained, and the attention
mechanism immediately gained the interest of many academics. The reduced performance
of long sentence translation in natural language was the primary problem that the attention
mechanism was intended to address. The attention mechanism has undergone ongoing
improvement and has been applied extensively for temporal prediction [34–36]. The atten-
tion process illustrates two key points. The weights and weighted averages of changeable
context vectors are calculated using the softmax function. The attention mechanism has
been widely employed in many models, including LSTM, Seq2Seq, the encoder–decoder
framework, etc. because it is an effective method of obtaining information that enables
the encoder to actively seek relevant information at each step and temporarily ignore
irrelevant information. Zhu developed a multichannel LSTM neural network that uses an
attention layer to connect model outputs to input sequences in order to further increase
prediction accuracy [37]. Kondo also used a sequence-to-sequence (“Seq2Seq”) model to
predict influenza epidemics; the findings revealed that their method performed better than
ARIMA and LSTM-based models [38].

The Seq2Seq model’s basic premise is to read an input sentence using a recurrent neural
network, compress the information of the entire sentence into a fixed-dimensional encoder
and then read this encoder using a second recurrent neural network to “de-compress” it
into a sentence in the target language. The recurrent neural network that reads the input
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sentence and decompresses the sentence in the target language is referred to as the encoder
and decoder, respectively, in Cho’s 2014 proposal of the encoder-decoder architecture, based
on Seq2Seq [39]. The widely used encoder–decoder structure allows for selecting various
recurrent neural networks per various requirements and usage scenarios. Transformer’s
foundation is a framework for encoders and decoders. Transformer, a multi-head self-
attention mechanism developed by Google and based on the encoder–decoder, was widely
adopted in natural language processing after it was submitted in 2017. The position of the
input language is encoded using the encoder then converted into a vector by the decoder,
utilizing the attention method. Transformer has recently started to be used for time series
forecasting. It largely relies on its multi-head attention mechanism and layer stacking
to capture dynamic hierarchical patterns in time series data, and to predict lengthy time
series of challenging situations. Similarly to natural language processing, traffic timing
issues research must concentrate on networks’ temporal and spatial aspects. As a result,
the transformer model has some promise for use in network and traffic flow prediction.

Transform models may be used to address long-term correlation and multidimensional
dynamic dependence of temporal traffic data, since the data in the traffic domain has
greater dimensional features than natural language data. The transformer was used to
estimate the future by using hierarchical data to learn the dynamic and spatiotemporal
properties of traffic [40]. To address the shortcomings of the existing traffic prediction
research’s algorithm for capturing spatial data, another study developed the temporal
spatial transformer framework [23]. To determine traffic network’s geographical and
temporal properties, Xu uses the transformer model, which serves as the foundation for
forecasting [22].

3. Methods
3.1. Methodological Architecture

In this section, the transformer architecture—using LSTM as the temporal embedding
module—will be developed for transfer passenger forecasting of transfer corridors con-
necting integrated transportation hubs in urban agglomerations. The process of estimating
the future values of a series from a time series of historical values is known as time se-
ries forecasting. To precisely predict time series using deep learning approaches, a set of
historical values are first used to train a model by extracting temporal features, and then
the model is used to predict future values of the time series. The historical time series is
retrieved as input using an encoder for feature extraction, and turned into a vector coupled
to a decoder through a self-attentive mechanism when the Transformer model is employed
for time series prediction. In order to forecast future values in an autoregressive fashion,
the decoder is used to locate the vector and concentrate on the most valuable portion of
the previous data. After deciding on the LSTM model to extract temporal features from
historical input data, we built this study’s architecture in accordance with the original
transformer architecture, as shown in Figure 2.

The suggested model’s components based on the architecture will be discussed in
turn, and numerous measurements of prediction accuracy are offered.

3.2. Temporal Embedding with LSTM

When used in the NPL domain, the transformer model produces good results, and
its potential application to time series prediction is still being investigated. Time series
forecasting requires data embedding before the encoder of the initial transformer model can
identify the historical data directly. Data embedding turns the historical data into vectors.
This study opts to extract the temporal features from the historical data through the LSTM
for better time series modeling work, since the temporal features of the traffic passenger flow
data are easily overlooked by conventional conversion of historical information. Because
LSTM is frequently used in time series prediction models and can ignore insignificant
features in historical time series while keeping critical information, it was chosen for
this project.
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The forgetting gate, memory gate and output gate are the three components of the
LSTM, which comprises three pieces in total. The formula expression and the possible
functions are as follows:

Step1: Select the data you want to erase using the forgetting process. The values on
each dimension are translated using the sigmoid function in this phase by reading the last
state output ht−1 and the current input xt. The information on the dimension represented
by the values close to 1 will be maintained, while the values around 0 will be forgotten.

ft = σ(Wf[ht−1, xt] + bf (1)

Step2: The input mechanism chooses which portion of the information can be input
after the recurrent neural network discards the data that does not need to be recalled.
This information is needed to supplement the important data. In this stage, a single new
candidate value that will be added to the state sequence is created using the tanh layer.

it = σ(Wi[ht−1, xt] + bi (2)

∼
Ct = tan h(Wc[ht−1, xt] + bC (3)

Step3: The output for the current instant through the output gate must be made after
the calculation to acquire the new state. The output mechanism chooses what value should
be output and then presents a filtered version, after adding the new candidate values
produced by the memory mechanism to the additional state information.

Ct = ft ∗ Ct−1 + it ∗ C̃t (4)

yt = σ(Wy[ht−1, xt] + by (5)

ht = yt∗ tan h(Ct) (6)
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3.3. Encoder

An input layer, a position encoding layer and an encoder layer make up the stack
that is the encoder. As seen in Figure 2, the historical time series is first embedded by an
LSTM to create the input layer, after which the location is encoded using the sin-cos rule.
Location and relative position are equally as important to traffic passenger prediction as
natural language understanding. The historical time series are disrupted when the time
series are changed, which also has an impact on the model’s training effect. One of the basic
techniques employed by Transformer is the sine and cosine function method of position
encoding. The vector formed after position encoding is input to the two encoder layers. To
encode the sequential information in the time series, the components of the input vector
and the position-encoded vector are combined. The self-attention layer and a fully linked
feedforward sublayer, both followed by a normalization layer, are the same components of
both encoders.

By linearly transforming the encoding vectors into three matrices, Q, K, and V, which
stand for Query, Key, and Value, the self-attentive layer aids in the capture of the characteris-
tics. In essence, the attention mechanism employs Q and K to compute “attention weights”
before utilizing those weights to weight the sum of V.

Attention(Q, K, V) = softmax

(
QKT
√

dk

)
V (7)

The self-attention mechanism is used to derive the attention matrix which depicts the
probability distribution of the attention weights. Then, V is weighted using the attention
matrix and normalized using softmax. The completely linked feedforward sublayer can
help to mine the hidden characteristics between distinct nodes, and can further enhance
the model at its site.

3.4. Decoder

The decoder architecture used in this work is based on the transformer classical model
and consists of an input layer, three identical decoder levels, and an output layer. Each
decoder layer comprises a feedforward neural network, masked multi-head attention
and multi-head attention. Residual links are created between each sublayer, and layer
normalization is then applied to stabilize the gradients and aid in model training. To ensure
that the prediction of time series data points relies only on prior data points and ignores
non-local features for improved extraction of local features, masked multi-head attention
is positioned between the input of the decoder and the desired output. The input layer
begins with the final bit of encoder input data, converts decoder input to a vector of dmodel
dimensions and then converts the last decoder output to target time series.

3.5. Evaluation

According to Equation (8), the assessment statistic for this study is the mean absolute
percentage error (MAPE).

MAPE =
100%

n

n

∑
i=1

∣∣∣∣ ŷi − yi
yi

∣∣∣∣ (8)

Predicted value: ŷ = {ŷ1,ŷ2, . . . . . . ,ŷn}
True value: y = {y1,y2, . . . . . . ,yn}
The metric calculation yields results in the range of (0, +), with a MAPE of 0% denoting

a flawless model and a MAPE of more than 100% denoting a subpar model.

4. Experiments and Results
4.1. Experiments Environment and Data Description

The training method is facilitated by an RTX3080 station running CUDA 10.1. The
computer’s i9-10900x station CPU has tensor core GPUs covering a 128 GB GPU memory.
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Python coding was performed on the open-source PyTorch machine learning toolkit. For
the experimental study, the passenger transfer data for two weeks (passengers every 30 min,
672 data items (48 times/day × 14 days) in one direction for transfer corridors) between
Capital Airport and Beijing South Railway Station inside the Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei urban
agglomeration are chosen.

The core megacity, Beijing, is part of the Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei urban agglomeration,
which also consists of two sizable cities (Shijiazhuang and Tianjin) and 110 million perma-
nent residents. It’s one of China’s most significant urban agglomerations. It is crucial in
reducing Beijing’s non-capital functions, developing the ties between Beijing and Tianjin
and improving the province of Hebei’s all-around capacity. Within the Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei
urban agglomeration, the transfer passenger flow between Beijing Capital International
Airport and Beijing South Railway Station is chosen for analysis in the study. The Beijing
Capital International Airport’s flight passenger throughput exceeded 100 million, placing
it at the top of the country’s list in 2018 and 2019.The Beijing South Railway Station is
a significant integrated transportation hub that connects high-speed railroads, regular
railroads, urban railroads, urban public transportation and other modes of transportation.
The locations of Beijing Capital Airport and Beijing South Railway Station on the urban
agglomeration are shown in detail in Figure 3, with the former being in the northeast
of Beijing and the latter being on the southern side. A transfer corridor between air-rail
intermodal hubs is represented in Figure 3 by a blue line with double arrows on it.

The original balance of intra-city transportation has been upset by the expansion
of air-rail intermodal passenger traffic, which has led to a new need for transit between
numerous hubs within the urban agglomeration. In addition to the composite travel chain
of various transportation mode combinations that are available for users to pass between
hubs, the air-rail intermodal passengers between the Capital Airport and Beijing South
Railway Station displaya variety of complex travel behaviors, using the bus, subway and
taxis. According to Figure 4, which shows the various access options available to cross-hub
passengers in urban multimodal transportation networks, one significant factor is the
growth in the number of passengers between hubs and the heterogeneity of individual
passenger characteristics and travel attributes.

As a result, it is challenging to determine the transfer passenger flow data between the
two hubs using operational data from the airport or high-speed railway station. Instead, we
may estimate inter-hub transfer passenger traffic utilizing data from cell phone signaling
by employing new data sources. Cell phone users can be identified as inter-hub transfer
passengers by users who pass through both Beijing Capital Airport and Beijing South
Railway Station at the chosen time, because they passively connect to the base station
network at least once every 30 min without actively using the network. The Unicom
cell phone signaling data from the National Key Research and Development Program
2018YFB1601300 were chosen for this study, and following data cleaning and sample
enlargement, we obtained the data of the interchange passenger flow between Beijing
Capital Airport and Beijing South Railway Station from 10–23 May 2021. Every 30 minwas
selected as a statistical period to count the number of inter-hub transfer passengers from
10–23 May 2021, taking into account the base station’s capacity to capture the users’ cell
phone signaling data. The trend is depicted in Figure 5a, where the horizontal coordinates
represent the statistical dates and the vertical coordinates represent the number of transfer
passengers (in persons) in each statistical period, with 48 statistics placed between each pair
of adjacent dates. For the selected 14 days and 676 sets (48 sets of data per day) of one-way
passenger flow statistics for inter-hub transfer corridors are available. As an illustration,
Figure 5b depicts the transfer passengers counted every 30 min on one of the days (10 May).

In Figure 5a, line 1, shown as a yellow line, depicts the transfer passenger flow between
Beijing South Railway Station (BSRS) and Capital Airport (BCA) every 30 min between
May 10 and May 23, 2021, line 2 (the blue line) depicts the 30 min transfer between Beijing
South Railway Station (BSRS) and Beijing Capital Airport (BCA) From 10–23 May 2021.
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4.2. Data Pro-Processing and Training

LSTM pre-processes the historical time series to mask the uninteresting features, as
mentioned in Section 3.1.The relevant embedding vectors are given the position information
by the sin-cos function, which selects the output vector sequence. The following parameters
were first chosen for the transformer model’s encoder construction in order to guarantee
the model’s top performance in light of various examples of temporal prediction using the
transformer model:

feather_size = 8,

num_layers = 2,

dropout = 0.5;

The following parameters are chosen to aid in the smooth operation of the model for
the decoder component of the transformer:

feather_size = 8,

num_layers = 3,

dropout = 0.5;

During the training process, the learning rate is set to 0.0001, and the computational
loss and optimization effect are observed with the random descent of the MSEloss loss
function. In the transformer model training process, the choice of batch_size determines the
number of times that the trained samples are into the computational method. The decline
and oscillation magnitude of MSEloss are observed when trying batch_size of 4,6,8,16,
respectively (Figure 6). It is finally confirmed that the whole dataset is convergence when
choosing batch_size = 16.
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One epoch signifies the conclusion of the forwarding and backward training of the
entire training set once during the training of a neural network. The complete training set
must typically be run through the same neural network multiple times because one epoch
is typically insufficient to process the entire training set in a neural network. Overfitting
results from using too many epochs, whereas using too few epochs results in suboptimal
training parameters. In this study, the batch size was set to 16, and we tested the Trans-
former training at epochs of 50, 100, 200 and 300 to obtain the MSEloss function decrease
graph shown in Figure 7. It is clear that the convergence effect is satisfactory at epochs of
200 or 300.
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4.3. Results

After multiple tries, the best results are produced by a decoder with three stacked
layers and an encoder with two stacked layers. The following parameters are in accordance
with the description information in the previous section:

Learning rate = 0.0001

Batch_size = 16

Epoch = 200
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By training the LSTM-based transformer model with the historical data from the previous
11 days, we conducted trials to see if it could predict the passenger transfer for the following
three days. The results of the training and testing of the interchange corridors’ transfer
passenger flow from BCA to BSRS and from BSRS to BCA are displayed in Figures 8 and 9,
respectively. The MSEloss functions that were used in the training process are shown in
Figures 8a and 9a in this case, while Figures 8b and 9b depict the prediction of transfer
passengers, with real values corresponding to 144 statistical periods (every 30 min) for the
three days from 21 May 2021 to 23 May 2021. “0” designates the time period from 0:00 to
0:30 on 21 May 2021.
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After 200 training epochs, using the historical data of the interchange passenger flow
of the BAC-BSRS interchange from 10–20 May 2021, as the training set, it can be seen in
Figure 8 that the MSEloss function (Figure 8a) is decelerating noticeably. However, the oscil-
lation is still within the acceptable range. The test set’s prediction vs. the actual values are
displayed in Figure 8b. The MAPE between the anticipated and real values when combined
with the outcomes of the code runs is 21.33%, demonstrating the model’s effectiveness.

The drop in the MSEloss function (Figure 9a) is not as good as the training outcome
of the prior interchange channel, as can be seen in Figure 8. Using the historical data of
the interchange passenger flow of the BSRS-BAC transfer corridor from 10–20 May 2021,
as the training set, and after 200 training epochs, it still exhibits a declining trend, and the
oscillation is within the acceptable range. Figure 9b displays the test set’s anticipated values
in comparison with their actual values. The MAPE between the predicted and real values
is 27.12% when combined with the code run results, showing that the model is effective.

5. Conclusions

Making forecasts of transfer passenger flow between significant passenger trans-
portation hubs in urban agglomerations is essential to better serve urban agglomerations’
integrated multimodal transportation operation. The data obtained are crucial for ensur-
ing an efficient multimodal transportation system. Therefore, based on the conceptual
framework and model structure depicted in Figures 1 and 2, this study suggests a trans-
former model based on LSTM. The suggested approach uses a self-attention mechanism to
model the time series data and focuses more on capturing temporal aspects in traffic flow.
By contrasting it with other time series forecasting techniques, the capacity of this deep
learning system to learn complicated dependencies of different lengths from traffic time
series data is increased (such as statistics and traditional neural networks). The consistent
length of the input sequence is no longer required, making it easier to extend the appli-
cation of the prediction method. To test the model performance, we chose the passenger
transfer between two significant integrated passenger hubs (the Beijing Capital Airport
and Beijing South Railway Station) in the Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei urban agglomeration as the
experimental object, and we used cell phone signaling from 10–23 May 2021, as the base
data. The time series forecasting analysis uses the extracted and extended data: data from
10–20 May 2021, model training and transfer flow projection from 21–23 May 2021, and
actual date comparison. A powerful method for forecasting traffic flow data with temporal
features is demonstrated by the LSTM-based transformer model, which obtains advanced
results on the actual transfer flow dataset in both directions.

In addition to the short-term prediction of inter-hub transfer passenger flow, the
method proposed in this study can also be used to predict more multimodal traffic network
data in urban agglomerations, such as the prediction of transport volume in important
passenger hubs and the prediction of different modes of passenger flow between significant
cities. It can also be used to predict passenger flow in inter-hub transfer corridors in
different states, especially when there are significant travel periods, such as peak travel
seasons, significant holidays or when significant cultural or sporting events are happening
in a location. Both multimodal transportation managers in urban agglomerations and
users of multimodal transportation networks might benefit from the findings of projecting
passenger flows along transfer corridors at particular times. The forecasted outcomes of
inter-hub transfer passenger flow, from the manager’s perspective, can assist management
in planning for high passenger flows, considering expanding the capacity of specific transit
modes based on the forecast data or adjusting the frequency of inter-hub rail operations
to ensure that the hub can easily handle the influx of passengers during special occasions.
Once the management combines the forecast results to optimize the capacity adjustment
of the transfer corridors, it will be very beneficial for traveling passengers to ensure that
long-distance multimodal travel chain users are in the process of travel mode switching
smoothly and quickly to avoid travel disruption, cancellation or long delays caused by
extraordinary events.
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Last but not least, the simplified format required for the input sequence and the
applicability of the approach to the prediction of nodes or channels within the traffic
network demonstrate the progressive nature of the work of the transformer model proposed
in the study. However, the outcomes of the transformer run in the experimental instance are
not indisputably better than those of the LSTM and GRU models. In Selim’s research [24]
about the traffic flow forecasting method, the MAPE of the LSTM model achieved 12.37%,
the MAPE of the GRU model reached 12.66% and the best forecast outcome’s MAPE in
this study was 21.33%. One of the study’s research weaknesses is the dearth of historical
passenger flow data, which contributed to the fact that the effect of MAPE in the tests was
not very noteworthy. Due to confidentiality laws governing the data used in this study,
only two weeks’ worth of traffic passenger flow data along interchange corridors could be
collected. When 30 min is chosen as the statistical period, the number of statistical periods
included in the given period is only 676 sets (one-way), which is less for validating deep
learning algorithms. Future studies could produce better outcomes, since larger sample
sizes will make data easier to access during training and testing.

Additionally, due to the impact of COVID-19, the multimodal traffic flow for the
Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei urban agglomeration during 2019–2021 has decreased compared with
the pre–2019 period. The results obtained by selecting May 2021, a period less affected by
the pandemic, are more in line with the standard operating conditions. In future research,
we will continue to gather passenger flow data for inter-hub transfer corridors in urban
agglomerations as COVID-19’s effects progressively fade; we will train and test the model
with more statistical data and continuously improve the model to obtain better results.
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